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There’ll always be a chink in the winter’s wall
To give us a glimpse of summer
It’s only that it’s a long winter that’s all.
Jacques Prévert

Prelude: When the Boat (and My Chariot of Fire)
Comes In
Endeavouring to forget that this is yet, another
snowfall
And forget, the coldness of aloneness amid a sea of
encroachingly hostile, to impassive, indifferent faces:
Barely discernible in the Christmas card snowscape of
tinsel and fairy lights, sparkling from each window
The busy throng of traffic
Tooting horns, blinding headlights and tires whipping
up waves of iced white water
The distant echoes of songs being sung by infant
voices
Breaking up on the wind..
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Beneath the grandeur of the castle ensconced high
above the city on volcanic rock
A homeless young girl
Huddled into the shadow of a door recess in a
disused building
Face to the wall, on which Jamie’s tag tells south of
the border natives to:
“GO FUCK YOU SASANACH BASTARDS!!!” and Don’s
tagged footnote: “AND EAT SHITE!!!!”
Educated Scots, she’s noted by the spelling and
ebullient punctuation..
Tries to imagine she’s somewhere else, warm, and
welcoming.
But the soliloquy in her mind keeps drifting thought
patterns
Mobile and dissipating as snow
Through one place in time, after another
The scenes changing, from times where the fallout
from other people’s actions
Froze her fast to her infant cot, and childhood bed
The iced numbness of bereavement at nine years old
And then twice again in her twenties
The decade she still inhabits.
The frostiness of rejection
And brief moments of reflection, when warmth filled
her heart
For she had friends then, and a future
And was loved
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Her name is, Suzanne Eliza Llewellyn.
Were the names I have been called throughout my life
individual people, I’d have kindred-spirits in my corner
enough to stretch the Royal Mile.
The only missing-link herein this solidarity being
there is parody aplenty, yet not a Brave Lochinvar to
call upon amongst us.
But dreaming (for all that a burning-ambition to be
nothing but warm reduces mine to pipe- dreams) is
free.
Unlike freedom.
Which comes at a high price, yet can never really be
bought back. The restraints to constraints, from
institution of psychiatry to institution of society,
looking the same from whatever side of the High
window one’s stood at.
For one’s conditioned and positioned to be..
For ever out in the cold.

Out and about with the early bird who gets the worm,
finding the leftovers under the first dustbin lid she lifts
crawling with invertebrates, Suzanne loses her appetite
to go check out another bin in the lane for her
breakfast. And goes to the public convenience, to have
a wash in one of the basins instead; washing herself,
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along with her hair, and then her smalls with the tablet
of soap and lukewarm water provided. And drying
herself with the paper towels, when she puts her
wrung-out smalls back on, and finds them to be soaked
and freezing: Suzanne finds small comfort in the maxim
about cleanliness being next to Godliness.
‘Umghfff...’
Think positive thoughts.
.............Amongst my many sobriquets, I have had
many titles also, ‘Lady Muck’ notwithstanding amongst
them.
However the closest I’ve come to owning a stately
home, is when I took up residency here by the castle in
Edinburgh’s cardboard-city.
Where, too proud to beg and too honest to steal.
I’d deduced that starving and freezing at a good
address, makes all the difference.
And here I repose on my cardboard chaise longue,
discretely under the cover of three big sheets of
cardboard, available outside all good supermarkets,
identifiable to the world outside my doorway as a
squashed pile of boxes of Peek Frean Assorted Broken
Biscuits, with all the chocolate ones taken out; having
eaten every one of them in my imagination.
A short while ago, a group of passerbys skidded to a
halt as I was bending over and rearranging my
doorway. And having taken a butchas at the wet patch
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spread across my King Learia Posteria, that might’ve
simply been a case of slipping on ice. Not so to a pack
of sniffer dogs on the scent for something contrary to
coal tar soap and clean water. And not satisfied with
commenting on the scent of my Este Water, they then
set about picking holes in the rest of my sartorial
elegance, ergo: My denim military jacket, with the
collar turned up and tails safety-pinned together
against the wind; my green woolly jumper whose cuffs
come down to the knuckles, with my Che Guevara Tshirt over the top for extra warmth; my tan boots
minus one lace and on the way to losing their soles;
and my tan brushed denim jeans that much to
everyone’s surprise are sans a suitcase of clothing in
one back pocket, and a tumble dryer in the other!
However, evidently committing every fashion faux
pas in Ben Sherman’s book, this ensemble’s all I have
to my name between being an arresting sight in The
Emperor’s New Clothes.

Hearing somewhere once that half the body’s heat
escapes through the top of the head, I only wish I still
had my hat that blew away, too.
Or at times even a fruit bowl, or a bucket, or pan
right now...’Brrr-r-r’
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As anything on the head is better than the snow
forming on it, that saturates my hair, trickles in melting
streams down my face, then runs all the way down to
Che Guevara’s head: Who being a suitably hat wearing
revolutionary, is also a doctor.
So Dr. Guevara would know how to..
Stop the coughing, sneezing and nose runs.
Stop the tarry bile from rising and expelling to form
black Rorschach inkblots in the snow.
Stop the headache-earache-bellyache and backache..
If God alone can stop the heartache.
Stop the fainting, etcetera.
For out here is not the place to lose command of the
situation in.
And a pragmatist to the bitter-cold end, I resolved to
fight these climes with whatever means I have left to
me.
And fighting takes armour, which in this wannabe
Lochinvar’s case consists of wrapping newspapers
round my head any old which-way (like a greengrocer
wraps a cabbage), wrapping broadsheets all about my
person (which can be found on the seats of all
reputable train carriages), with feet wrapped up like
ham shanks. Then wrapping the ultra warmweatherproof sleeping-bag around me, pulling its high
collar and low hood over my face and zipping it all up,
then pulling over my cardboard box roof with my one
free hand like an igloo, I then try to think warm
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thoughts, which doesn’t help much aside from giving
me something else, to think about.
And not thinking quite laterally, I once made a paper
hat out of broadsheet pages (which was really an
upside-down origami boat) to keep my head warm
outdoors. It took a nanosecond under a hundred
pounds of snow to sink that bright idea. But I folded it
up and put it inside my pocket to dry, where I’ve still
got it as a sort of spiritual talisman to keep my head
above water, to keep me afloat, to keep me buoyant,
or something like that. And yeah, borderline
malnutrition and borderline hyperthermia can put
straaaange notions in yer mind.
We’re sailing in a strange boat
Bound for a strange sea...
The Water Boys


Suzanne takes you down to her place by the river...
In the outhouse of an old derelict building down by
North Shields fish quay. Beneath the detritus, woodlice,
and the slugs, lye six black bin-bags.
Not incongruous in their locale, for their outward
appearance is of discarded rubbish.
Unable to carry them with her, they house Suzanne’s
journals; crayoned in by the infant with big smiley suns;
and from pre-school days when her father taught her to
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read and write they tell of her childhood thoughts and
experiences, right back to recollections of infancy
written in her fives, with a memory still fresh as a daisy
to write with clarity about her twos, And there are her
entries from adolescence, with grains of sand from
Priors Haven still between their pages. And on warped
and curling pages, are observations of the young adult
formed during fleeting moments of clarity and lucidity,
when drug induced stupor momentarily relinquished its
vice grip on her mind, still bearing the stains from her
vomit, smudged ink from her tears, and tea stains from
her asylum ward trolley.
Right up to embarking upon, this road.
And at this moment in time, Suzanne’s mind is there by
the river.
Amid the gulls calling from the capstans, and the
sombre bellow of the foghorn reverberating across the
waves, and out to sea between the north and south
shore lighthouses.
You know, in the possible event of my absentia, and a
bulldozer doesn’t find them first..
I’d like to think that someday, someone might find
those bags. And know them for what they are: The
Remains of Suzanne Eliza Llewellyn.
Some of which entries could maybe provide material
for a thesis, or even a stage-play.
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Or should the finder find the patience to piece
together and chronicalize numerous jotters and
journals, and thousands of loose pages (some torn in
half), even a book might be nice, so long as a Happy
Ending was rewritten into it: For since the day daddy
read to me how the big bad wolf ate up the poor little
lamb, in spite of its sweet little face, and pitiful little
cry, and helpless trembling little body..
Incredulous and still mortified to this day, and nearing
to tears just at the thought of it (!!)..
I read most books backwards to avoid any more nasty
surprises.
Being put back together in whatever shape or form
even by a ghost writer, which’d be one of life’s ironies
if I happened to be a ghost by then myself, is better
than this: Standing here in pieces, with all my best
parts buried under rubble for all time.
Whatta way to go..
A life freeze-framed in bin bags, and a life potentially
ending owning naught but a bin bag, c’est la vie.
‘Sigh!’
I come here, into the cemetery to shelter from all life
pulsating out on the streets where I feel quite at one
among crumbling ancient monuments. For in my mid
twenties, which to the onlooker is conceivably still
quite young, moreover to those who still mistake me
for a teenager: Inside I feel as decrepit and cold as
these marble monoliths, granite gravestones and
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tottering tombstones. And quite dead on my blistered
feet as my compatriot dead friends. The living outside
these gates scaring the Bejesus out of me, whilst the
departed always deport themselves with such a calm
and peaceful repose. No fists flying in here, where not
even the angels ensconced on lofty pillars or the doves
pitted with age and perched on plinths and planters fly.
I came in through an unfamiliar gate today, and can’t
find the familiar names whose company I usually keep
anywhere. And the realisation’s dawning on me, that
having wandered so-so far in an endeavour to get
warm, this mightn’t even be the same graveyard.
I can taste salt air on my tongue, smell fish, and see
sea-fret glistening on the granite and marble structures
everywhere. I can hear the echoing calls of not too
distant gulls. Maritime ship wheels, anchors and shells
are engraved and stuccoed onto some of the
gravestones, and although I can’t see the sea, It’s
apparent to every one of my senses that I’m not far
from the... Invisible Sea.
I can’t recall that Edinburgh had a seaside.
But there again, I may no longer even be in Edinburgh.
And if not there, then where am I?!
Don’t panic, focus!
Find something to read..
Here’s an angel holding an open book aloft to the
heavens, making it impossible to read its contents.
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Moving on, the occupant named on this butterfly
shaped monument is,

MARIE ROSE McGREGOR
Aged One score years and three, the crux of Marie
Rose’s story has been written by the one whose last
remark to her was..

MY BONNY BELOVED
Informing the reader that Marie Rose was loved during
the latter half of the nineteenth century. When she’d
have likely worn feather plumed hats, corseted bodices
and long bustled skirts. And the recipient of such
devotion I’ll hazard to guess was a beauty; the belle of
Victorian Caledonian balls, a veritable social butterfly.
And the dedicator of the dedication remaining unnamed: Marie Rose McGregor, you are a Romantic
Mystery!
And hereon the cameo of this somewhat askew
monument of GRACE: Her lovely smiley face radiates
out amongst a garland of faded roses, leading the
observer to wonder who placed them there? Could this
be another romantic novel of mystery?
No one at home knows where I am, and as no one up
here knows who I am, should I not make it back..
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I must face the prospect of going to a pauper’s grave
as, Jane Doe.
Which mightn’t be such a bad thing, might even be a
bit of an upgrade on some of my names: Lady Jane?
Lady Muck? Yeah, a big upgrade.
But if I’ve to go to the earth, and not to the waves,
which would be my first choice: It would have been
nice to be remembered as, just me. To have wild
daffodils swaying above my head in spring, and when
the sycamore’s golden chain blossoms make way for
autumn leaves, to slumber beneath a red and gold
blanket, with the whistling wind blowing through the
leaves and branches.

Remember me when you’re out walking
And the snow falls high against your door...
John Barrowman
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‘Brrr-r-r-r.’ Only never beneath a blanket of snow.
Remembered as I once was before my life ended, at
twenty one..
Or more accurately twenty three or twenty four when
I literally died. Then was miraculously brought back to
life albeit that whatever of life was brought back I have
always had the tangible feeling that something, was
left behind. And like a ghost of myself, that young girl
sometimes wanders through the shadowy recesses of
my mind. The pacifist - partisan - one time Roman
emperor, wearing a Che Guevaraesque star pinned to
her crocheted beret.
She has no face though however hard I try to focus.
As if time and circumstance have erased it, lending no
capacity to smile with an absent mouth, or to cry with
absent eyes.
Not that the lovely Grace here’ll ever have to go into
the next life, faceless, nameless, half brainless, possibly
soul-less, penniless and acutely homeless. Will yer
Grace?
Brrr, where’s this wind come from? It’s gotten even
colder. Find something else to read..
Now, here amid my veritable library, where so many
stories keep their pages tightly closed Ad Infinitum
beneath the covers of earth......Reminds me of that
saying: THERE’S A BOOK IN EVERYBODY.
And if so, right now I’d exchange mine for a doorstep
sized cheese sandwich.
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And a nice pot of hot tea’d not go down amiss either..
Numerous urns hereabouts concededly, but not of
the tea making kind, and those angels don’t look set to
wheel out a tea trolley any time soon either.
However I shall resist this urge to reflux two volumes
of bile over CYNTHIA LAURIE LEIGHTON’s prim cameo
face, and resolve that the only volume coming out of
me this day shall relay..
The cutting edge of life.
A gritty slice of reality that bites.
Food for emotive thought, kitchen sink drama and all.
..They do say also that:
Cliché-ing is a classic symptom of a Manic Depressive.
Which doesn’t affect me as the State Section 26
Certification Order served on me read: Severe
Withdrawal Symptoms of Schizophrenia.
To cut a very long story short, and yer just couldn’t
make it up Captain Hooper, Edgar to your dear
departed mother just beneath you.
IT STARTED WITH A HAIRCUT
The catalyst for the Order was I cut my hair that was
past my waist short, not in a crazed secateurs hacking
frenzy mind you, simply to dissuade (unwanted)
attentions that exacerbated the onset of agoraphobia
after my mum’s sudden death, and in precipitation of
Coming Out and committing to the girl I loved..
And got committed under State Section 26 instead.
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Starting out life with a gentle-minded disposition, and
artistic and poetic aspirations to achieve: I thus became
what my C. V. reads today: An ex-asylum-inmate
garden variety of a nut, society equates with having
the propensity to go midnight walkabout for the
purpose, not of stargazing, but of bloodletting with the
obligatory accoutrement of an axe..
And taking everything into account: Misdiagnosis and
gross medical errors, mis-medication and electroconvulsive-therapy (incurring irrevocable braindamage), notwithstanding banged up for near three
years with less legal and human rights than if on Her
Majesty’s Service, has proved to be..
One MUTHA of a Bad Hair Day!
Now where was I?
Where am I??!
With this sea fret weighing heavy on my lashes I
could almost be back home. Back to the castle and
abbey ruins on the cliff top overlooking Priors Haven
cove..
Back to where I’ve always wished my ash remains to
be cast to the sea-winds from, to dissipate into each
wave all the way to Norway.
A friend once asking: ‘Why so particularly at Priors
Haven cliffs?’
I tongue in cheek replied: ‘So’s my spirit’ll become a
mermaid, what else.’
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She then pursed her lips and mused: ‘Shouldn’t that
be the other way around: That the soul becomes an
angel, and a mermaid has none?’
‘Maybe; but I associate spirit with freedom, and soul
with bondage, don’t ask me why, and I have it on High
authority there’s no way I’m bound for the angels.’
‘Bound for the mermaids though; so who gave you
such a notion?’
‘My friend’s family priest days after I lost my father
whom I’ll get to see again in Purgatory someday.’
‘About the mermaids?’
‘No, silly.’
‘Then who was that?’
‘An angel.’
En route back to the depot for the night, the bus driver
spotted a shivering foetal-folded figure, on the bench
outside the locked cemetery gate; and tossing her a
wave as he passed her doorway on his long bus route
from time to time, recognised Suzanne. Reversing and
detouring back along the miles and miles of road and
motorway from which he’d just come: The kindly driver
dropped the sniffing, quiet, but eternally grateful waif
safely back home to her doorway. The fish and chip
supper he was looking forward to over the football
highlights on T.V. tucked warmly inside her jacket.
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The morning sky is filled with strangely sulphuric
coloured clouds, darker in their yellowness than the
winter sun that’s peering weakly and watery
notwithstanding reluctantly from behind them. And
feeling a little cheery just for the sight of anything
that’s yellow, however sickly the hue and phlegm like: I
say that because, that shade up there is from exactly
the same pallet that covered the top halves of the
asylum walls, beneath which sans ornament of a dado
rail vomit green complemented it. Anyways it is still
yellow, and I’m off to keep warm by doing a spot of
window-shopping around the streets for all the things
I’d like for my home, were it that I had one.
And from what I’ve seen so far, the gift shops have
collections proudly displayed in each window of
everything ranging from T-Shirts, teacups and teatowels many of which’re worded with the colloquial
brand of eloquence we brithers be for aa tha’ am now
familiar with..
FEY FIE FOE FUM I SMELL THE SH*T THAT’S
AN
ENGLISHMUN
..Charming little tin to keep yer Earl Grey in!
Seeing a shadow stretch out its tentacles down each
building, and crawl upon the path before me: I look
past the multi gabled and high turreted rooftops to
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where the sun’s hidden itself away now altogether, up
there snug and warm in its yellow cloud blanket with
additional dashes of light-grey across it. But nothing
shall pour cold water over this feeling of hope and
cheeriness, that I’m holding onto wrapped up tightly in
my invisible shopping basket: Which is more residual of
events from the other night, than what’s happening
right here anyway. Can’t say exactly which night of the
week it fell on, but there again by the look of the
indigenous natives afterwards I don’t imagine many of
them, could remember either.
For it was Hogmanay. And hearing the bagpipers on
the castle esplanade, and My Love is Like a Red, Red
Rose sung from every passerby’s lips (which struck a
chord in me, but so fleetingly it never chimed) sent one
to lose myself in daydreams, of home.
Dreams so real, I could feel the warmth of adjoined
hands around the rainbow-coloured fountain that once
stood in Northumberland Square, as the festivegathering counted down sixty seconds. So real I could
taste the fountain spray on my tongue on hearing the
cannon-balls roar and resounding on the sea-wind
from Collingwood Monument, at the stroke of
midnight and the birth of a new year.
So real that I was rudely jolted out of my daydream in
front of the headlights and blaring horn of a black cab
taxi, with the taste of saltwater sea spray, still in my
mouth.
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The sky turned dark a while ago.
With streaks of deep purple and prisms of lavenderblue behind which I suspect the moon’s hiding out now
to relieve at least a modicum of the vast blackness. A
few scatterings of stars hang randomly here and there,
like the seven daughters of Atlas have forgotten to join
up all the fairy lights..
Fairy lights?
..Whose absence I suddenly notice from these
previously festively decorated streets: Is that strange?
As the rush hour traffic starts up on the high streets,
queues line up at bus stops, taxis pull up at curb-sides
and open their doors for awaiting bag-laden shoppers
to pile in, shops begin to close their doors and pull
down the shutters, and assistants come outside with
long handled brooms to whack snow and icicles from
their awnings..
‘Oh! So sorry hen.’
‘No problem, best shower I’ve had in ages.’
‘Ha ha ha.’
The nice lady thinks I kid her. Reaching the end of
Prince’s Street, I’m just approaching the corner and
about to turn, but stop for a few moments to listen to
a guitar playing busker, with a riot of jet-black curls
blowing around his face and shoulders: Because he’s
playing my favourite T. Rex song,
‘You damaged the soul of my suit...’
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Which I guess is why he’s wearing a kilt; whose hem
coquettishly rises with each gust of wind turning his
knobbly knees blue, the strategic placing of his guitar
hanging low on its strap sparing his teenage blushes
from the front at least, albeit not if he turned round
and saw what’s reflected in the shop window: Bless!
And feeling for him that he’s putting the Brave into
Scotland by standing there, but having nothing to drop
into his tin, I throw him one of my biggest cheesiest
parting smiles which he reciprocates like I’ve slipped
him a Scottish five pound note, as I turn the corner and
carry on about my way.
‘You ravaged the runes of my tunes
You put on the gloves of my loves
But you’re not a ba-a-ad girl...’
My window shopping all done, and over a million
invisible Scottish pound notes well spent on outfitting
my castle in air in Renee Mackintosh Art Nouveau
antiques, with two or three Pre-Raphaelite originals
thrown in, then outfitting oneself in an Emperor brand
pair of faux furry boots, a new faux furry coat and hat,
and matching faux furry mittens: All carried back in
invisible but welcomingly light bags.
Tonight:
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There’s a Salvation Army band playing AMAZING
GRACE, and free bowls of piping-hot soup are being
handed out just around the corner.
Times however when I’ve come here before and
stuck out two eager raw-blue knuckled mitts, have
been met (not unkindly) with too many questions.
So now I just come by to inhale what my mind’s
imagining the taste of.
And Grace being replaced by an up-tempo jig of
DONALD WHERE’S YOUR TROOSERS to get those
amongst us belly-roaring and side-splitting, in trousers
that’re literally holier than the devout..
Cock-a-leekie broth on the wind and laughing my
socks off, were it that I still had some:
The queue now stretching to almost around my
corner, time’s up to dissipate with the sounds and
scents of this city night; fade back into the fugue of
grey brickwork..
Whereupon dreams shall hopefully come bearing a
pan of steaming broth...a round of warm baked stottiecake...a skillet of sizzling singing-hinnies........
OOH, and an industrial urn of scalding TEEEEA just for
starters.
‘HAPPY NEW YEAR!’
And let’s hope it’s a, good one!
No longer reading the newspapers, after the columns
detailing the high incidence of killings among the
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homeless began to unnerve her: Suzanne is unaware
that Hogmanay came then went from memory weeks
ago, and that the celebrations she enjoyed were for
Robbie Burns Night.
Unable to find her way back to her doorway, but
finding a small hole at the bottom of a high wall of
garden privet, she crawls through to see if there’s a
corner on the other side to shelter in, and finds a
greenhouse with its door left invitingly ajar. And inside
the greenhouse amongst tomato box stacks, terracotta
plant-pots and piles of packet seeds containing
everything from sweet peas to peas in the pod, is a
large pile of empty potato sacks. Looking furtively out
of the door, and across the vast lawned garden primed
for croquet and a spot of golf, to the windows of the
large house that each to each are swathed in plush
velvet darkness, Suzanne satisfies herself that its
inhabitants are either sleeping in their beds, or have
gone away somewhere.
And snuggled down on a compost bags mattress
beneath her piled high potato-sack eiderdown, in her
five stars (in the sky through the glass panes)
accommodation. Her mind swirling round in a Renee
Macintosh rose patterned teacup of hot tea, Suzanne
drifts off on the warmest cloud of peace she’s known,
for she can’t remember how long.
Night folds, and the dawn breaks as a bright red
strip-light shining down through the glass roof out of
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the darkness, detailing the deepest-reds to flamingreds on the poppy, rose, geranium and nasturtium seed
packets (each artfully pinned about to create a floral
montage), the ruddy red clay hue of each plant pot,
and the orange-red of plump plum tomatoes painted
on each side of the boxes..
However as rosy the glow of its appearance, a red sky
in the morning is bad portent to a sailor.
But the snow storm blizzard that ensues to pummel on
the glass panes turning the greenhouse into an igloo,
and shaking the very foundations beneath her, don’t
faze or awaken Suzanne. Who behind the closed door
sleeps therein her cocoon, and on and on for however
many hours, nights and days it takes for a small foetal
folded creature to hibernate.
Coming out into the light only when, the electric
lights switch on at each window in the big house, a big
friendly dog scratches at the greenhouse door to be in..
And wintry white moonlight sets the cobbled path
ahead, for the weary wanderer to commence
wandering on again.
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Scattered as an atom
Scattered as an atom-om-om
Colder than a rose in snow...
Sonja Kristina

I have no idea in real terms how long I have been here.
Daylight comes and it’s another day, darkness comes
and it’s another night. The days feel as if they stretch
out for ever, the nights forever and a day. The only
certitude is that it has always been freezing cold, and
the branches on the trees always bare. Therefore logic
may deduce I wasn’t here in the Autumn. And as
Hogmanay is the eve of January 1st (and God only
knows where my mind was at Christmas for I’m not
aware that there was one) what has felt like a century
inside a cryogenic freezer (sans the luxury of sleeping
right through it), may have been little more than a
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month? I am therefore either in the most treacherous
month of winter already, or have yet to face February.
And anything colder than this, the likelihood of seeing
another spring is nada I fear.
When memory comes, it comes not to return all my
missing Christmas’s but to haunt me.
I came here from Tyneside, leaving a trail of droplets
of blood in my wake. That looked like roses in the
snow, but did not stem from anything so sweetly
scented. Two or three, maybe even four times, the
propensity to faint blurring the numbers, I appeared to
have a whole garden of roses on the snow about me. I
came carrying a bag of changes of clothing but one by
one they got beyond ruined from the wearing of and,
the utilising of. It seems to be over now, but
nevertheless let’s not hope for a good year for the
roses!

When the sleet and slush came.
Suzanne thought about what she thought she heard
somewhere. Another day.
And wondered if what she’d actually heard is: It is
from the bottom-of-the-feet that body heat escapes
from.
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It goes out unhindered through holy soled shoes, and
not even cardboard soles and newspaper padding or
plastic from her bin-bag bars its passage.
Her feet have gone numb from the cold so she tries to
jump up and down.
But finds, she doesn’t have the energy.
Her knuckles feel raw and frost bitten so she blows
hard on them, making her eyes water but generating a
little circulatory warmth.
And she retreats up the cobblestone back-lanes, weary
of battling the cold, trailing her new cardboard-box
house behind her.
It’s illogical.
Scientifically, doesn’t heat naturally rise? So my ears
can’t really be ‘f-r-r-r-r-reeeezing’ half as much as my
toes are. Can they?
I’m lost.
Again.
During the daylight hours, and even early evening,
it’s okay to ask directions to the road where my door’s
on. But it’s very late. No more buses anywhere on the
roads, cars parked all the way up the streets, but very
few moving on them. And the odd characters lurking
about, popping heads out of doorways, sauntering
around the alleys like tomcats out looking for a mouse,
don’t inspire me with trust to take me anywhere..
Except maybe to death’s door.
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In light of the murders of..
Vagrants!
Is that what I am?
Define vagrant: Tramp.
Yeah, I guess I qualify. But not the kind of tramp
some of these characters, driving slowly around in cars
look to be trawling for.
‘Umghff!’ That one’s pulling up just in front of me.
I’ll hurry around this corner.....
And run down this path, to the front door of this
house with its hall light left on.
The car has followed me around the corner and is
driving slowly, up to the house!........And past the
house ‘Phew!’ seeing its hall light on and thinking I’ve
gone inside. Not just gone behind the bushes where I
crouch with my face near touching my toes, almost
peeing myself.
Peeping over the bushes to check that the coast’s
clear, I walk and walk and walk in the opposite
direction to the one that the car went in. I’m tired and
feel faint, I must keep walking and.. Oooh, here’s that
high shrub surrounding the grounds of the big house
like a fortress..
Oh no, those headlights slowly coming down the
street towards me might be that car its driver and
passengers looking for me! A fortress is what I’ve never
needed more but where is the hole in the
hedge..........Here it is! And there’s the greenhouse!
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There’s the big house and no lights on in any window! I
push at the greenhouse door..
It won’t budge!
Someone has locked it!
My fault, I ought to’ve remembered to leave
everything just as I’d found it. But when big daft dog
thumped his massive paws against the glass door to be
in I panicked and ran, ‘sigh!’ I wonder if there’s
anywhere else to wait out in here. Leastways, until that
car gives up its cat and mouse chase and leaves me be,
to try to find my way back to my doorway.
What’s that over there by the side of the house wall,
poking above those shrubs, a coal house? ......Oooh big
daft dog’s got a big-big kennel!
Well what else would you house some sort of shaggy
Heinz 57 hound in that looks like it’s been crossed with
a shire horse..... What does this read?
IMPERIAL VILLA OF SEPTIMUTT
‘Ha ha ha.’ Ah, I like these people!
Who’s Septimutt punned on again?
Septimius, preceding Constantine on whose orders the
Byzantine Hippodrome was built. A place for horses
what else? We are in the midst of high wit and
academic kudos here.
Sturdily mounted on railway sleepers to elevate it
above the quagmire four massive shaggy paws have
made of the surrounding grass, no pastiche architraves
or columns, simple long slit windows on either side of
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the door through which the moon’s shining
perpendicular lines across what looks like a
comfortable bed. And with an automatic click shut flapdoor mechanism that swings opens with one shove
from a big paw..
Click
I’m in ‘OOH!’ and there’s a great big squishy soft
cushion to lie on in here and, one-two-three big fleecy
rugs and, is it my imagination but is this floor heated?
And Suzanne having found shelter and safety to rest,
thus she did throughout the rest of the perilous night..
Opening her eyes only briefly the following morning,
when the big friendly dog climbed in and snuggled up
beside her, delighted to find his bed being kept warm.
Putting one finger to her lips, she whispered: ‘Shhh,
don’t tell on me Septimutt, pleeeease.’
And responding obediently to his family’s calls, he’d
leave the kennel, only to return again and again, never
once exposing the presence of his house guest.
Three days passed, and then one afternoon Septimutt
ran out expectantly into the garden..
Only to find that the family grandchild had
monopolised his villa for a Wendy House.
Trying to find her way back to the garden again and
again, clouded in the mists of time and memory like the
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Scottish legend, Suzanne would have easier found
Brigadoon.
She did however see Septimutt once more, in his
swanky XXXL sized Stewart tartan coat galloping
through the park with his mistress.
And when he spotted her sitting on the bench, ran
over and almost caved in her clavicle to reach her face
and cover it in big slavery kisses, like he loved her..
Suzanne smiled all day while she rubbed her chest
bone at the warm recollection of the time when she’d
never been so content to be, in the dog house.


When the rains and black ice came.
Suzanne thought about what she thought she heard
somewhere. Another day.
Because she was thinking of, apples.
A toffee apple.
The half-eaten one that the child threw into the
road.
And thinking to retrieve it, my thoughts got
sidetracked by Newton’s gravity law and I almost got
run over by a bus.
Thinking about everything that goes up comes come
down.
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Head to toes, toes to head, head to................
And finding it difficult to understand the scientific
complexities of where heat goes, another bus came
along and squashed what was going to be my dinner
under its wheels.
‘BRRRr-r-r-r-r!’ My feet are going Squelch-SquelchSquelch with every step, my hair is plastered down and
raindrops are plop-plop-plopping off my nose and chin,
my clothes are sticking to me. And as Che’s decided to
go sci-fi camouflage transparent on me, my mossgreen jumper’s all that’s sparing my blushes. All
because I left my doorway and the cover of my
sleeping bag and cardboard box roof thinking to get
back here, eating something.
Anyway where was I?
Ah yes, apples.
Strange thing, but I can now almost smell them, not
that a smell is something that can be eaten. Albeit with
a whole box of biscuits in this new box to imaginarily
eat, I intend to complete the process of getting fat as a
house, by imaginarily scoffing ‘em all. Yum-yums.’
I don’t know how long has passed, but the splashing
and sssswishing sounds have ceased.
Pulling my newspapers from my face, unzipping the
front of my sleeping bag and peering out through my
box roof I see that the rain has finally stopped. It’s left
a deep puddle all around the three steep stone steps
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leading up to my doorway like a moat, reflecting the
sky with red, pink and orange dashes across it. Strata
cumulous cloud formations, or something similarly
sounding. Looks like breakfast for the gods were it not
that this is so very obviously, the sunset.
The silver birch tree by my doorway and the rain
washed street, are bathed in oily pinkness like the Red
Planet might look. The streetlamps alone lining each
side of the road like sentries, in the perimeters of their
own incandescence resist the Martian blush.
I’m too tired and wet to get up and go walking, and
too beyond tiredness and wet to go to sleep.
So I’m counting buses, like sheep. Frequent for what
feels like many hours rolling back and forth two or
three at a time. No bus-stops or shelters to pause at on
this road perceived as it is, as a local backwater for all
that it runs within clear sight of the castle, outlined up
there in inky silhouette before a now darkened skyline.
I’ll hazard a guess that there goes the last bus, empty
of all passengers, interior lights switched off, on its way
to its bed at the local coach depot. A few taxis now and
then, a lone cyclist who thankfully doesn’t see me, not
that he looks to pose any risk with his bate-bag
haversack over his shoulder en route to his job of work
on the graveyard shift, somewhere among these
shadowy inconspicuous-purposed buildings.
I wish I could only close my eyes and sleep away this,
another endless night.
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I lay my head back against the wall, face to face with
the writing on the wall. I read each syllable.
My mother used to say I was the apple of my father’s
eye, and would berate him for showing favouritism for
the youngest when she’d five other children. All my life
for as far back as I could remember (and I could
remember back to my twos), daddy told me the story
of The Land of Forever Sunshine, where only the
animals out on the desert plains and in the jungle are
wild and ferocious, not the people. And his story
always ended with the promise that he’d take me away
there on a Big Shiny Ship someday. And then with my
bucket and spade we’d build a sandcastle on North
Shields Fish Quay Sands and I’d draw fishes in the sand
all around it. And when I watched as the tide came in
and washed it all away I never cried, for I knew that the
waves would carry my fishees right out to sea to swim
around the shores of the mystic happy land of, Forever
Sunshine.
When ‘Someday’ came.
With no mention of bon voyage.
My father’s last words to me were: ‘Don’t cry.’
And during what was to be the longest night of my
nine years during which hour by hour, minute by
minute, second by second I listened to my daddy sob
‘Why?’ over and over to God.
But, because I wasn’t God.
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And because I wasn’t, brave.
Always afraid.
What I’d represented to the adult world of family
(since infancy) being too complex to understand,
outside of fear.
Too paralysed too dumbstruck to call out that I was
there for the one whom in my eyes was the Tallest
Man On Earth, for when daddy swept me up onto the
dizzying happy heights of his shoulders I could touch
the ceiling, with the unshatterable belief of a child that
had he raised me just one fraction further I could have
touched, the sky.
When the moonlight left my room in the wake of the
family who’d all vacated the house but left me behind,
and the voice directly through the paper-thin wall from
my bed so close that had the wall not been there he
could have reached out and touched me, had gone
silent..
Touch me!
It’s so easy to leave me!
All alone with my memory
Of my days in the sun…
..I knew daddy had sailed away on our Big Shiny Ship,
without me.
Sans one cuddle or comforting word from anyone I
knew myself to be now totally invisible, for daddy was
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the only one who’d ever really wanted to see me. And
left to sink or swim, with the weight of the rains of that
April held obediently behind my eyes..
I have felt myself going down-down-and deeper
down, all the years thereafter.
Suzanne did not know of a ship that sailed from Africa
to England’s shores one day. Her father had served
there in the army before he met Suzanne’s mother. The
passenger was a doctor who had voyaged in the hope
of finding his white family. With their father gone
Suzanne was his closest kin, but his journey was in vain
for the older half-brother never discovered that he had
a young sister.
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I see only what I want to see
I’ll be only who I want to be...
Urban Species

Knock - Knock – Knock
............Oh hi there, I’m so glad you’ve called by! Do
take a cardboard pew and I’ll make you an imaginary
cuppa. Where’ve I been? Well, with there being no
snow today and a nice balmy breeze blowing, I’ve been
out wind bathing, as yerdo. But then the wind got up
and it started chucking it down with sleet, well I don’t
need to paint a picture. So you’ve caught me having a
night at home in front of the box...What’s on it? Tudor
Crisps at the minute. Anyways, you’ve never seen my
house a.k.a. doorway before have you? I guess with the
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three steep steps to climb, making it into a first floor
apartment really, and that canvas hanging up there
which’s the same stuff that’s nailed up over lots of the
broken windows and doors along the road here, it’s
easy to walk past without seeing. How did I find this
place? Well, not long after I arrived up here in
Scotland, I was walking along the road not knowing
where I was or where I was going, except that I’d
nowhere to go. When a light caught my eye that was
shining from in here. And it looked so cosy I stopped
still in my tracks. A young fellow popped his head
around the canvas and invited me up. The light shone
from a big ship’s oil lamp that used to hang from that
hook up there on the ceiling. And the canvas he had
was nailed up so artfully it looked like a curtain,
moreover from the inside on which he’d spray- painted
a monochrome fresco of trees. It was really quite
lovely. His name was Neil and he’d been sleeping rough
for a year, but as chance would have it had finally been
offered accommodation back in Glasgow and was
hitching a ride out there come the first lorries along
the road at daybreak. He opened a tin of tomato soup
for me which I drank cold straight from the can, and
shared his bottle of pop which we took turns in taking
swigs from. I told him I liked trees too. And he extolled
to me all the simple beauties that make life worth
living. I told him that he was very beautiful too, but
only as an artistic observation because I was gay. He
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sighed and said he wished he’d known I was coming
earlier because he’d almost like to stay now. I told him
not to be ridiculous and if he didn’t grab this
opportunity to move on with both hands I’d lose all
respect for him; then I fell asleep.

If you should climb to the top of the world
Just to take it on the chin
What would it matter if the world seemed to shatter
Is it the world you believe in...
Roddy Frame

When I woke up, he’d gone. His sleeping bag tucked in
over me, that zips up right over the nose and has a
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hood that pulls low over the eyes, and Neil being
around six foot it can be stuffed with the blankets he
left too and loads of torn up newspapers like in a
hamster cage: Not a pretty sight I might add when I’m
in here, but when I pull my cardboard roof over I fit
into the post-industrial landscape perfectly and look
like a pile of discarded old rubbish. He also left me the
lamp and a bottle of paraffin and some matches. And
wrapped around a bar of whole nut chocolate, he left
me a note. Which told me where to safely hide and
keep dry my sleeping gear, to take care and lots of
love, a line of big kisses and a post script: :Take no
notice of the ghosty. Which I took to be parting
humour like don’t let the bedbugs bite. And for one
night only that nineteen year old art school dropout
with all the ancient and worldly wisdom of Confucius,
was my only friend in the world.
The curtain was left up too, but one day I was
approaching my doorway along the road and realised
its fate by the shreds of it hanging on the trees and
wrapped around the lamp posts by the wind; it’s still
on some of them out there and the lamp was gone too.
And instead of counting myself unlucky to be burgled
when I was away, I counted my lucky stars. For only a
person or persons high on some substance with a
Stanley knife could have shredded the canvas so
devastatingly. There are tools lying all around this area
and on finding that piece of canvas right where Neil
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said he’d found his, I stood on my inherited tea chest
and nailed it up, it’s scruffy yeah, and redolent with the
strong scent of tomcat, but it acts as a wind cheater
nonetheless. And m..
Knock - Knock - Knock
......No just leave the door, if it’s important they’ll come
back. You’d like me to show you around? Okay.
Resplendent in yonder corner is my welcoming silk
poinsettia plant, in a pot. That I found in a bin still half
wrapped in gift paper; the latter making a nice
Botticelli angel covered cloth over the box my plant’s
stood on don’t you think?. In front of my plant table’s
the old rococo bird cage I found outside another bin, a
Victorian or Edwardian antique I believe. And when the
wind blows through its bars and the filigree swing
swings- back- and- forth, back-and-forth, I look at my
invisible canary at play with delight. Except when the
wind rattles my own cage and I’ve to run up the hill in
the wake of my home contents.
Which happened again a few nights ago, hence my
replacement Tudor crisps box roof (found outside all
good supermarkets), having lost my broken biscuits
box to Mr Boreas the cardboard city landlord. Who can
get you out of house and home by simply blowing the
roof away; up the hill it flew like a magic carpet with
me running up after it, my mind doing a parody of that
Grace Slick song:
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LOOK OUT THE ROOF IS GO-O-OOONE...
But you can’t buy a better view than that out there
of Arthur’s Seat, right out of Arthurian legend no less.
And my walls’re concededly a little garish and covered
in multi colour graffiti, its expletives more colourful
than the paint cans it was sprayed out of, but
complemented with the residue of Chinese takeaways
if one squints one’s eyes it can almost look like floral
sprays on wallpaper, if not quite William Morris. So I
advise that you squint your eyes in here as some of the
bawdier commentary can make them water.
Knock - Knock - Knock
..... I don’t think that I live here alone, y’know..
For the wind can whip up into a gale or a hurricane
and there’s never a peep from that door. But on nights
such as this, when the wind wails that way like a
banshee, and batters the awnings and loose fixtures
like a bodhrán drum......The knocking sound comes like
that at intervals from the other side of the door. And if
I’d a watch I’d hazard to say they are measured by
something more sentient, than the random force of
nature. I’ve been around the back lane and found my
way into the building that my doorway facades onto
and it’s derelict, shows no signs that anyone else ever
goes there and there is nothing whatsoever against or
around the inside of the door to account f..
Knock - Knock - Knock
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............I do believe that my doorway is haunted.
And that when Neil mentioned the ghosty..
He wasn’t kidding after all.

For the first nine months of Suzanne’s life, her mother
had called her ‘Roma’ after a girlhood friend she’d
admired.
A beautiful Romany gypsy name, she’d enthused.
The name of Rome her father counteracted.
In that it was only her foetal life however: When the
child was born, her mother reluctantly acquiesced to
the father’s wish to Christen their child after the
woman he loved, and not the friend her mother had
admired.
And little Roma thus became “ARRIVERDERCI ROMA”.
Destined never to fulfil that early promise of all that
was beautiful, magical, and beloved by her mother.
And to be seen as having potential to be made good in
her mother’s eyes, Suzanne would have swapped
herself gladly for, Pinocchio.
You will have heard the story of Quasimodo and
Esmeralda. Once upon a time the boys called Suzanne,
Esmeralda; whilst nowadays, in role reversal, she is
portrayed with all the pantomime, ugliness and pathos
of, Quasimodo.
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My outlook on the world used to be so kaloscopic.
Always seeing the beauty in everything, and however
humble and proletarian the Northumbrian fishing and
boat-building town I grew up in, I saw only a kingdom
with all the majesty of Camelot; whose every dwelling
was a castle.
And yet, here before this castle, in a place that onceupon-a-time was part of northernmost Northumbria
itself: I am not one of the townsfolk.
I am the court jester.
The clown. A role as a child I became well versed in.
And when thus role’s imposed upon a clown, the
clown is not happy. Their smiles are painted on or
frozen on, and their motley tears hide their real tears.
Pagliacci, whose name means chopped straw was thus
perceived as naught but the stuffing of scarecrows; and
whom will love a scarecrow? Pierrot of the Commedia
dell’Arte was made to sleep with the dogs, and his love
for the radiant ballerina Columbine was thus,
unrequited. For, for all that he was beautiful and had
all the ethereal grace of gossamer, who would embrace
the perpetual stench of dog? So it’s a fallacy that all
the world loves a clown. Whose only purpose is to
make the world feel superior. To be put-down, kicked
down, and kept down. To make the world laugh-laughlaugh, and leave it laughing.......
But I don’t feel up to facing another audience, today!
Can’t smile can barely even, breathe and yet..
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Here they all are.
There’s an enormous crowd of people
And they’re all laughing at me now
I wish they’d tear down the walls of this theatre
And let me out
Let me out...
Leo Sayer

‘WOAH, that’d look quit shaggable IF IT HAD A GOOD
SCRUB!’
‘Och man, it’d tak an acid bath te clean that skank up.’
‘ACID’S obviously what it’s on man, Rob.’
‘HAA HA..’
‘Here darlin’, have another trip.’
My nose has started running: May be snot, may be
blood. And whilst the cacophony of noises from my
stomach are drowning out the commentary of the
crowd, not knowing if the salivation spilling down from
my usually dry mouth’s subsequent to thinking about
food again, or symptomatic of my last meal..
I’d prefer they didn’t look at me like this.
‘OCH!’
‘Aye aa ken, UGH!’
‘AAAARGH!’
.. A preference, as I raise my face with difficulty from
the ground, they’re remonstrating that they share with
me anyway.
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Spread like Rome across seven hills, there are many
highs to this city that leave one feeling gaspingly low.
But even if it means facing the underbelly of Auld
Reekie again I really must eat something, soon.
The grass reserve in my bin-bag ran out days ago.
And having had nothing since, it’s either a trip back
into the dark park for more handfuls; or a shop up the
midnight back lanes to see if there’s something edible
in other people’s bins.
Mindful that Alka-Seltzer is yet to be found in the
stratums of al-fresco dining.
Having frothed at the mouth and lost my stomachlining to a deep fried Mars Bar coated with batter and
possibly toilet cleaning agent, thus gastronomical
journey-into-space experience, like other equally awful
swallows, wasn’t much to relish last time around.
So I’m thinking fresh frozen greens it is. Grass
consumption being a walk-in-the-park to digest,
compared to Domestos.
And logic deducing, if grass makes milk in cows so too
must it in I, when here with my chin near the ground
and tail-end in the air wondering how to get up on two
feet and walk sans hands again..
I’m almost a quadruped anyway.
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On leaving the mental institution, thus that the whitecoats would never forcibly incarcerate me again, the
media alert go out Nationwide that a certified asylum
inmate’s gone A.W.A.L, the black Maria police wagons
like The Prisoner’s balloon pursue me, and the sword of
Damocles relinquish itself from its string and remove
what pieces of my burned out brain-cells they had left
to me..
Such gentle persuasion finally persuaded one to
conform to society’s idea of the accepted norm’. and
enter into another institution..
That which is reputably made in heaven.
And Mr. Not-Right considerately relieving me of the
extra weight on my feet, ergo a three pint blood
transfusion received the day prior..
As it all spilled down heaven’s stairs and I reached the
bottom headfirst in its wake: I had no illusions that
whatever such wedded bliss, is it is, the antithesis of
true happiness.
Until, I fell hopelessly and endlessly in love with
another man!
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Oh little darling of mine
I can’t for the life of me
Remember a sadder day...
Paul Simon

The little man was my own baby boy, my beloved little
Pumpkin.
And his name was Christopher Thomas, Thomas after
his grandfather.
Cot-syndrome-death took him from me after just
three short months, and my last memory of him as I lay
him in his cot just fifteen minutes before he was gone..
Was his big bright alive eyes, and smile big as a widemouth frog!
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Eating for two, I now carry my second child.
For whom I don’t expect the proverbial milk of
human kindness or am I expectant of medical care,
having already received both: And signed
documentation discharging Preston Hospital of all
responsibility for my ‘irresponsibility.’
Namely, should I ‘collapse on the street’ so on and so
forth.
Doctors know best..
And with a bedpan shoved coldly under my rump and
instruction to: ‘Bear down hard and start pushing. It’s
falling away anyway, so push, then you’ll not have to
have it removed in theatre tomorrow morning.’
..What do I know?
Nada, but the will to fight for life.
Not my own life: But that of one too small and
helpless to fight for it themselves.
Whose kind offer of a waste-disposal-implement for a
cot made me want only to miscarry, myself.
Small and voiceless as: Three little phoenixes, I
encountered by the bedpans and the vomit volumes
awaiting measurement, in the ward’s sluice during my
nurse training days.
Aborted and abandoned into ice-cold kidney bowl
receivers in awaitance, not of their proud and happy
parents to take them home.
But of the ward porter en route to the hospital
incinerator.
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Not because they weren’t beautiful enough, or
heartbreakingly sweet button-nosed enough to live.
But because their respective mothers wanted to: Fit
into her little black dress again, the irony quite lost on
her. Concentrate on her career. Remedy the having
forgotten to use protection. (Not subjective or moral
judgement, simply ascertained fact.)
And untimely mistakes: One! By One! By One!..
The unprotected little threesome were dually, taken
care of.
It’s not in the job-description for a nineteen-year-old
nurse to cry. Thus I dutifully didn’t. Proceeding to smile
at expectant and former mothers equally, until my
gums ached.
But when the porter wheeled the trolley away, that
day..
No ceremony, no flowers, no prayers, no tears..
Never a smile, or even a small scrap of clothing fabric
between them. Guess you could say I’d learned the
(hard) way about life. And bewildered about the
paradoxical duties of saving it; felt oneself to be on the
downward spiral of a freefalling, Angel.
And my own baby’s funeral, was just last year!
And, I cannot find another scalding tear in me to shed
for another!!
Anon, my life’s journey has brought me to this road..
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‘OCH! Wid ye jest looook at the state o thaa?’
‘Aye aa ken. Drrrrink n drrrugs!’
‘It’s a sore disgrrrace!’
..This icily looked down upon road, perpetuating the
chill.
Where I go down into the gutter fighting for dear
life.
Hiding my fear of defeat behind a brave face.
The face, of Che Guevara.
‘OH, MY LORRRD! OCH, QUICK! SOMEBODY Call an
ambu-u-u-u-.........................................’
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When the close of winter and the long awaited thaw
came
Suzanne no longer thought about what she thought she
heard
Somewhere
Her mind had moved on to the next road
Rising up to meet her
Not like an Irish prayer
But yet another tsunami breaker.
And as the buds of spring came and the birds flew
home again
Suzanne lay in the gutter of chill
Feeling herself freefalling towards the End enticingly
calling
She whispered: Josie I love you, still.
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